The standard model has for massless quarks and leptons "miraculously" no triangle anomalies due to the fact that the sum of all possible traces T r[τ Ai τ Bj τ Ck ] -where τ Ai , τ Bi and τ Ck are the generators of one, of two or of three of the groups SU (3), SU (2) and U (1) -over the representations of one family of the left handed fermions and anti-fermions (and separately of the right handed fermions and anti-fermions), contributing to the triangle currents, is equal to zero [1] [2] [3] [4] . It is demonstrated in this paper that this cancellation of the standard model triangle anomaly follows straightforwardly if the SO(3, 1), SU (2), U (1) and SU (3) are the subgroups of the orthogonal group SO(13, 1), as it is in the spin-charge-family theory [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . We comment on the SO(10) anomaly cancellation, which works if handedness and charges are related "by hand".
I. INTRODUCTION
In d = (2n)-dimensional space-time massless fermions contribute through the one-loop (n + 1)-angle diagram in general an anomalous (infinite) function, which causes the current non-conservation and contributes to the gauge non-invariance of the action [1] [2] [3] [4] .
We discuss anomalies in [d = (3 + 1) ]-dimensional space-time, that is the triangle anomalies cancellation, from the point of view of the spin-charge-family theory [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] (which starts with a simple action in d = (13 + 1)−dimensional space-time [6, 10] ) to demonstrate that embedding the standard model groups into the orthogonal group SO(13, 1) explains elegantly the "miraculous" cancellation of the triangle anomalies in the standard model, explaining at the same time also all the assumptions of the standard model concerning the fermion charges and their connection with the handedness and the properties of their corresponding anti-fermions.
We comment also on the SO(10) explanation of the anomaly cancellation from the point of view of the spin-charge-family theory: While one fundamental representation of SO (13, 1) contains the left handed members of one family with the weak and hyper charges as required by the standard model and the right handed family members, which are weak chargeless with the hyper charge as required by the standard model, as well as the corresponding right handed weak charged and left handed weak chargeless antiparticles, the SO(10) unification scheme must relate the spin and handedness with the charges "by hand". The spin-chargefamily theory explains, by using our technique [14, 23] , the SO(10) unification scheme [30] transparently and in another (nonstandard and correspondingly an useful) way.
To the triangle anomaly the right-handed spinors (fermions) and the right handed antispinors (anti-fermions) contribute with the opposite sign than the left handed spinors and the left handed anti-spinors. Their common contribution to anomalies is proportional to [3] with the spin up and with the spin down. The application of the operator C N P N on any quark or lepton state transforms this state into its antiparticle state of the same spin and the opposite handedness, belonging to the same representation [31] .
All these states are presented in Table I in the "technique" with nilpotents and projectors [23] . Table I presents (SO(10) unifying theories offer no explanation for families and for the origin of the vector gauge fields and of the scalar fields.) (+) 11 12 (−)
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[−] ). The anti-colourless anti-leptons carry the "fermion charge" (τ
the hyper charge, the electromagnetic charge is Q = (τ 13 + Y ). The states of opposite charges (anti-particle states) are reachable from the particle states (besides by S ab ) also by the application of the discrete symmetry operator C N P N , presented in Refs. [24, 25] and in Subsect. A 1. The vacuum state, on which the nilpotents and projectors operate, is not shown. The reader can find this Weyl representation also in Refs. [6, 7, 11, 12] and in the references therein.
In Ref. [5] (and the references therein) it is demonstrated that all the vector gauge fields, which are the gauge fields of the charges presented in Table II , origin in spin connections, that is in gravity [32] . The gravitational origin of these vector gauge fields can be neglected In Sect. II the contribution to the triangle anomalies of the standard model massless fermions and anti-fermions are discussed from the point of view that the SO(3, 1), SU(2), SU(3) and U(1) are the subgroups of the orthogonal group SO(13, 1).
We comment in Subsect. II B the advantage of embedding the standard model groups into the orthogonal group SO(13, 1) rather than into SO(10) group.
We briefly present in Sect. A of Appendix those main points of the spin-charge-family theory, which are needed in this paper. For more informations we advise the reader to read
Refs. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and the references therein.
In Subsect. A 1 we present in details in two examples how can one extract from the products of nilpotents and projectors, representing a state in the fundamental representation of SO(13, 1), properties of the spinor described by this state. This is done in Example 1.
and Example 2.
We also demonstrate in Example 3. how the family states can be reached from any of the members presented in Table I .
In Example 4. the SO(10) content is described in details from the point of view of the SO(13, 1) fundamental representation.
In App. A 2 the technique to represent spinors, used in this paper, is briefly explained.
II. STANDARD MODEL TRIANGLE ANOMALY CANCELLATION LOOKS
The cancellation of the triangle anomalies of the massless quarks and leptons and their anti-particles looks from the point of view of the standard model "miraculous".
The triangle anomaly of the standard model occurs if the traces in Eq. (1) are not zero for either the left handed quarks and leptons and anti-quarks and anti-leptons or the right handed quarks and leptons and anti-quarks and anti-leptons for the Feynman triangle diagrams in which the gauge vector fields of the type
contribute to the triangle anomaly.
Let us first in Table II present by the standard model assumed properties of the members of any one massless family, running in the triangle. The corresponding data are represented in the first eight columns (up to ||). The last two columns, taken from Table I , describe additional properties which quarks and leptons and anti-quarks and anti-leptons would have, if the standard model groups SO(3, 1), SU(2), SU(3) and U(1) are embedded into the SO(13, 1)
group. We shall comment these last two columns later. In the spin-charge-family theory the Table I determine spinor states, representing quarks and leptons and anti-quarks and anti-leptons. The whole quark part appears, due to the colour charges, three times. These quantum numbers are the same for all the families.
family quantum numbers are determined by the second kind of the Clifford algebra objects S ab , which commute with S ab describing spins and charges. Correspondingly the spins and charges are the same for all the families.
To calculate the traces required in Eq. (1) for the triangle anomalies of Eq. (2) the quantum numbers of the left handed spinors and anti-spinors, as well as of the right handed spinors and anti-spinors, presented in Table II , are needed.
Before demonstrating the well known results that the required traces are in the standard model equal to zero, assuring the "miraculous" anomaly free triangle diagrams, let us comment the quantum numbers of the same spinors, if the standard model subgroups -SO(3, 1), SU(2), SU(3), U(1) -are embedded into SO (13, 1) . In this case each of the standard model family member (of any family) has additional quantum numbers to the quantum numbers assumed by the standard model, as one can see in Table I of the orthogonal group SO(13, 1). One sees in Table I and in Table II , the anti-quarks have
, while the leptons have The representations of the subgroup of SO(7, 1) (the part of nilpotents and projectors up to the sign || of the eight vectors) are the same for all the quarks and the leptons, and the same for all the anti-quarks and anti-leptons, as seen in Table I . SO(7, 1) has as subgroups 
and manifests as the conserved charge after the SU(2) II symmetry is broken [5-7, 10, 11, 13-15, 17-22] , leaving the hyper charge Y unbroken.
A short presentation of the properties of all the members of one family, appearing in the Weyl (fundamental) representation of SO(13, 1) (Table I) is made in Table II, One must evaluate the trace of the product of three generators and sum the trace over all the states of either the left handed members -16 states presented in the first part of Table II -or the right handed members -16 states presented in the second part of Table II separately. In the case of embedding the standard model groups into SO(13, 1) we have
for either the left, i L , or the right, i R , handed members. Table II demonstrates clearly that (Y i L,R ) 3 = 0 without really making any algebraic evaluation. Namely, the last column of Table II manifests 
, and that also i R (τ
From Table II one sees also (without calculating) that i L 3·(τ
)}, as well as that i R 3·(τ
That the last term in Eq. (4) is zero for either the left or the right handed spinors can also easily be seen just by looking at Table II [or in details:
)((
Since all the members belong to one spinor representation, it is straightforwardly that all the triangle traces are zero, if the standard model groups are the subgroups of the orthogonal group SO(13, 1).
There is no need for a detailed calculations, since a look in Table II 
3 ) ], and for the right handed members:
B. The SO(13, 1) breaking into SO(7, 1) × SO(6) connects handedness with the weak and the hyper charge while the SO(13, 1) breaking into SO(10) × SO(3, 1) does not
Looking at Table I The SO(13, 1) break into SO(7, 1) × SU(3) × U(1) (and then breaking SO(7, 1) further into SO(3, 1) × SU(2) × SU (2)) explains all the assumptions of the standard model:
i.
The weak charge (appearing from SU(2) I , which is the subgroup of SO (4)) and the hyper charge (appearing as a sum of the third component of SU(2) II , which is also the subgroup of the same SO(4), and of the "fermion charge" U(1) II , appearing from SO (6) together with SU(3), after the break of the SU(2) II group, which leaves the hyper charge ii. The representation demonstrates that the spinor states are up to the SU(3)×U(1) II part (that is up to the vertical line "||" in Table I ) the same for either quarks or leptons.
The same is true also for anti-quarks and anti-leptons.
iii. Also 
, to which both kinds of the spin connection fields contribute).
III. CONCLUSIONS
The assumptions of the standard model (about the properties of the family members, about the families, about the origin of the vector gauge fields and about the origin of the Higgs's scalar and the Yukawa couplings) certainly call for the explanation, and so does the fact that the standard model (with all the assumed properties) works so far so (extremely)
well.
The spin-charge-family theory does offer the explanation for all the assumptions of the standard model, and beyond the standard model, making several predictions [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , provided that the vector and the scalar gauge fields, which origin in the spin connection fieldsthat is in gravity (Ref. [5] , and the references therein) -are weak in comparison with fields which make (d − 4) space curled. If the gravitational origin of these vector gauge fields is neglected (and correspondingly the knowledge how to quantize gravity is not needed), the vector gauge fields can be quantized as U(1) or SU(n) vector gauge fields, as it is done in the standard model.
In this sense the standard model triangle "miraculous" anomaly cancellation can trivially be explained within the spin-charge-family theory [10] In this theory the hyper charge Y appears as a sum of the two quantum numbers: τ 4 (a "fermion charge" quantum number) and τ 23 ( τ 2 is the second SU(2) charge). This is the case also for SO (10) . Taking It should also be pointed out that embedding the standard model groups into SO (13, 1) makes the weak and hyper charges of particles and anti-particles connected with their handedness, if first breaking SO(13, 1) to SO(7, 1)× SU(3) ×U(1) and then further to
SO(3, 1) × SU(2) ×SU(3) ×U(1).
In the spin-charge-family theory the SO(10) states can be trivially analyzed (Subsects. II B,A 1), if the "technique", which represents spinors as products of 
respectively. The action
in which
abω abα , and
[33], introduces two kinds of the Clifford algebra objects, to the known three, to be observed at the LHC ( [7, 10] and the references therein).
The standard model groups of spins and charges are the subgroups of the SO(13, 1) group with the generator of the infinitesimal transformations expressible with S ab for the spin
for the weak charge, SU(2) I , and the second SU(2) II , these two groups are the invariant subgroups of SO (4),
for the colour charge SU(3) and for the "fermion charge" U(1) II , these two groups are subgroups of SO (6) 
Evaluation of some properties of spinor states explicitly
We demonstrate in this subsection on few examples how (elegantly) can properties of spinor states be extracted from the expressions with nilpotents and projectors in Table I . We comment also on the SO(10) unification scheme, comparing this scheme with the SO (13, 1) of the spin-charge-family theory. (+) 11 12 (−) 13 14 (−) |ψ 0 , appearing in the first and second line of Table I and representing u c1 R with the spin up and down, respectively. From Eq. (A13) one calculates the handedness for the whole one Weyl representation (with 64 states): 13 14 . Applying this operator on the first state of Table I by using Eq. (A11), gives as the eigenvalue = i 13 2 , and the last two −
2
). One easily sees that the second state has also the same handedness Γ (14) as the whole representation.
In an equivalent way we calculate the handedness Γ (3,1) of these two states: Applying (what the standard model assumes for u R ).
One finds for the colour charge of these two states (all the operators S ab appearing in the expressions for the colour charge are diagonal), when applying τ 33 (= 1 2 (S 9 10 − S 11 12 )) and
(S 9 10 +S 11 12 −2S 13 14 )) on these states, the eigenvalues (1/2 , 1/(2 √ 3), respectively.
These two states differ in the spin, carrying (
), respectively. All the states of this octet -SO(7, 1) -have the same "fermion charge" and the same colour charge.
One can calculate in the same way the properties of the left handed u L -quarks, belonging to this octet: both u L -quark, with the eigenvalues of S 12 equal to ± [34].
The left and right handed members of this octet carry obviously the handedness and the spin in the chiral representation. It is not difficult to write down matrix representation for all the standard model operators for spins and charges used in the text books.
Let us point out that the octet SO(7, 1) manifests how the spin and the weak and hyper charges are correlated.
In the same way one calculates the properties also of the left and right haded d R,L -quarks, belonging to the same octet.
All the octets, the SO(7, 1) (Γ (7,1) = 1) part of the SO(13, 1) spinor representation, are the same for either quarks of the additional two colours (quarks states appear in Table I from the first to the 24 th line), or for the colourless leptons (leptons appear in Table I from the 25 th line to the 32 nd line).
Leptons distinguish from quarks in the part represented by nilpotents and projectors, which is determined by the Cartan subalgebra of (S 9 10 , S 11 12 , S 13 14 
(+) 11 12 [+] 13 14 [+] ) -equal to (0, 0), while the "fermion charge" τ 4 is for these states equal to − Table I as the last octet, lines from 57 to 64). Again, all the anti-octets, theSO(7, 1) (Γ (7,1) = −1) part of the SO(13, 1) fundamental representation, are the same either for anti-quarks or for anti-leptons, anti-quarks appearing in the three anti-colours, anti-leptons in the anti-colourless state.
Let us add that all the anti-spinor states are reachable from the spinor states (and opposite) by applying on the particle states the operator [24] C N P N [35]. The part of this operator, which operates on only the spinor part of the state (presented in Table I ) is
ℑγ s ,s=5 γ s . Taking into account Eq. (A9) and this operator one finds that C N P N | spinor transforms u c1 R from the first line of (+) 11 12 [+] R into e R (the 27 th line). The last three transformations concern only the colour and "fermion charge" part of SO (10), keeping the weak (SU (2) [6, 10, 14, 23, 28] This appendix is a short review (taken from [6] ) of the technique [14, 23, 28, 29] , initiated and developed in Ref. [14] by one of the authors (N.S.M.B.), while proposing the spin-chargefamily theory [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . All the internal degrees of freedom of spinors, with family quantum numbers included, are describable with two kinds of the Clifford algebra objects, besides with γ a 's, used in this theory to describe spins and all the charges of fermions, also with γ a 's, used in this theory to describe families of spinors:
Short presentation of spinor technique
We assume the "Hermiticity" property for
order that γ a (andγ a ) are compatible with (A6) and formally unitary, i.e. γ a † γ a = I (and
Spinor states are represented as products of nilpotents and projectors, formed as odd and even objects of γ a 's, respectively, chosen to be the eigenstates of a Cartan subalgebra of the Lorentz groups defined by γ a 's
where k 2 = η aa η bb . We further have [6] γ a ab
where we assume that all the operators apply on the vacuum state |ψ 0 . We define a vacuum state |ψ 0 > so that one finds <
We recognize that γ a transform
The Clifford algebra objects S ab andS ab close the algebra of the Lorentz group ). This also means that when Recognizing from Eq. (A10) that the two Clifford algebra objects (S ab , S cd ) with all indexes different commute (and equivalently for (S ab ,S cd )), we select the Cartan subalgebra of the algebra of the two groups, which form equivalent representations with respect to one another
The choice of the Cartan subalgebra in d < 4 is straightforward. It is useful to define one 
We understand the product of γ a 's in the ascending order with respect to the index a: states. A Clifford algebra object γ a being applied from the left hand side, transforms a
Weyl spinor of one handedness into a Weyl spinor of the opposite handedness.
We conclude from the above equation thatS ab generate the equivalent representations with respect to S ab and opposite.
We recognize in Eq. (A18) the demonstration of the nilpotent and the projector character of the Clifford algebra objects Below some more useful relations [11] are presented: 
In Table III [6] the eight families of the first member in Table I (member number 1) of the eight-plet of quarks and the 25 th member in Table I The eight-plets separate into two group of four families: One group contains doublets with respect to Ñ R and τ 2 , these families are singlets with respect to Ñ L and τ 1 . Another group of families contains doublets with respect to Ñ L and τ 1 , these families are singlets with respect to Ñ R and τ 2 .
The scalar fields which are the gauge scalars of Ñ R and τ 2 couple only to the four families which are doublets with respect to these two groups. The scalar fields which are the gauge scalars of Ñ L and τ 1 couple only to the four families which are doublets with respect to these last two groups.
